Knoll Office

Rockwell Unscripted® Steps
Rockwell Group
ROCKWELL UNSCRIPTED STEPS are building blocks that bring an improvisational, communal experience to spaces where people can be “alone together” or “together together,” and create natural, open transitions from one experience to the next. Simple, cubic forms plan together in myriad ways, bringing a sense of theater and play to the workplace. Optional upholstery and linkable power on select models bring added comfort and performance to a space.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **One Step–Corner** 20”D
- **One Step–Short** 20”D
- **One Step–Long** 20”D
- **Two Step–Inside Corner** 40”D
- **Two Step–Outside Corner** 40”D
- **Two Step–Short** 40”D
- **Two Step–Long** 40”D
- **Chaise** 40”D

- Ganging devise available for connecting pieces
- Certain pieces available with linkable power modules
- Loose seat pad available in KnollTextiles Crossroad, colors 1-14 only
- Also available in a range of KnollTextiles fabric, Spinneybeck leather, COM/COL

**SEAT PAD**

- Pearl
- Gravel
- Honey
- Brie
- Zest
- Blossom
- Paprika
- Lime
- Leaf
- Tropical
- Ocean
- Horizon
- Mineral
- Moon
- Light
- Granite

**PLYWOOD**

- Birch
- Natural
- Sand
- Red
- Aegenean
- Indigo
- Lima
- Graphite

**NOMAD COVERING**

- Aegean Indigo
- Sand
- Natural
- Birch